SUNDAY
Bottomless Spaghetti Bowl $5.00

MONDAY
$1 Tacos
$2 Margaritas

TUESDAY
2 Steak Dinners for $10.95
$2 Pint Night

WEDNESDAY
25¢ Hot Wing Night and Beirut Night

THURSDAY
Tri-Tip and a Pint $6.95
($5.00 sandwich only)

tuesday nights nine-close

buck a beer at the brew

1119 Garden St. www.downtownbrew.com 805.543.1843
Pismo Beach now charges for most parking

Shannon Boren

Say goodbye to free parking in Pismo Beach.

Since March 18, drivers have been required to pay for parking in downtown lots between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.

Visitors looking to park in the pier lot or lots on the 100 and 200 blocks of Pomeroy and Hinds avenues must now pay $1 an hour. Those who choose to park in the outlying city lots pay 75 cents per hour, while the Addie Street lot remains free.

"The money is going to be used to provide funding for parking projects and maintenance," said Aveda Stafford, a visitor's host at the Pismo Beach Chamber of Commerce. "It's meant to eliminate the parking problems we currently have, and perhaps go toward building a parking structure in the future."

It is estimated that the city will collect $564,000 a year after implementing the parking fees, which will apply to drivers seven days a week, including holidays.

Many students on campus were surprised to hear about the new expense, and most thought it was unnecessary.

"I'll probably try to park somewhere else depending on how long I'm staying," said journalism junior Karen DeRoss. "If we go to the beach, it's usually Pismo, so it'll probably affect me and my friends a lot."

However, the idea of parking somewhere else presents the possibility of overspending and parking problems in residential neighborhoods surrounding the downtown area.

Other students, including electrical engineering freshman Andrew Palchak, said they will now use alternative beaches with free parking.

"I had no idea they were doing this, but I think it's ridiculous," Palchak said. "I go surfing there in the morning and I'll probably start going to Morro Bay more often. It's better to surf at Morro anyway, but it's still nice to go to Pismo sometimes, and now I probably won't."

Though most feel the new fees are unnecessary, there are other students who believe the change isn't such a big deal.

"I don't really go that much in the free place, and when I do go, I don't think a dollar an hour is that much," said Amanda Kwiatkowski, a modern languages and literatures sophomore. "It's really not that big of an inconvenience."

Drivers now pay at kiosks located in each of the charging lots, which accept credit and debit cards as well as cash and coins.

Only time will tell what effect parking fees will have on students and the surrounding Pismo Beach community, but according to Stafford, it will likely change very little.

"I don't think it will affect people coming; it might, but I doubt it," she said.
SLO County’s best surf spots ready for action

Coral Snyder News Correspondent

Surfing along the Central Coast can be exceptional at certain spots, and many of them are easily accessible.

PISSMO BEACH

Pismo Beach offers a variety of surfing spots, though the pier is a popular spot that typically has a good break at high tide, with the best swell direction from the southwest.

Pismo Beach is usually the most consistent and shaped of all beach breaks in the county and is suitable for all ability levels. The bottom is sandy with no protruding rocks.

The pier is 1,250 feet long and is usually fully lit, allowing for night surfing. It is located in a slightly northwest swell and is not as exposed as many other sandbars in the area, making the area less windy.

The south side of the pier is usually better for surfing than the north side, and the further south you walk from the pier, the more secluded the surf tends to be. Nice rides can also come from the south and the waves tend to be best when they range from knee-high to a few feet overhead.

Pismo Beach is approximately a 10-minute drive from Cal Poly traveling south on U.S. Highway 101.

MORRO BAY

Morro Bay is another surfing location that offers a clean break along the Central Coast. Surfing is usually best on the north side of Morro Rock, the 576-foot-tall remnants of a volcano. The Rock, as locals refer to it, has been designated as a state preserve because of the endangered peregrine falcons that nest in its cliffs.

The beach faces due west, because of this, swells hit the sandbars and create a variety of different breaks. The waves tend to have more consistency and power further north.

The best-sized waves for surfing are knee-high to several feet overhead, and the best swells come from the west when the wind is coming from the east. The optimum time to surf is when the tide is medium to high. Surfing at Morro Bay is best for beginners to intermediates.

Tourists typically flock to Morro Roof and the nearby campground, but the water itself is not usually crowded. Morro Bay is approximately a 15-minute drive from Cal Poly.

CAYUCOS

Cayucos is a beach town (the name means “kayak” or “canoe” in Alcatian) and during certain swells can provide adequate surfing. The town was founded in 1867 by Captain James Cap. He and his brothers built the 953-foot long pier.

The town itself is sheltered from winds that come from the north, so it is usually warmer than other local seaside towns. The pier at Cayucos also provides a nice break off the piling.

The surf is best when the tide is high and the swells come from the southwest while the wind comes from the northeast. The cleanest wave size is waist-high to a few feet overhead, and the break is good for beginners to intermediates.

The bottom is all sand, but there are a few protruding rocks far to the south. Cayucos is less crowded than Pismo Beach and is approximately 20 to 25 minutes north of Cal Poly on California Highway 1.

MOONSTONE

Though the town of Cambria attracts its fair share of tourists, nearby Moonstone Beach is one of the more secluded Central Coast surfing locations. The best spot is on Moonstone Beach Drive beside the mouth of the South Rosa Creek.

The waves are usually best when there is a strong swell from the west to southwest while the tide is low and the winds are from the east to northeast.

The best waves are waist-high to about two feet overhead, but when the tide is high, the conditions are not as conducive to surfing as there is typically a close-out break. The bottom is sandy, but there are protruding rocks in certain areas, making this location more appropriate for intermediate surfers.

Moonstone is approximately a 60- to 90-minute drive up California Highway 1.

San Simeon is just 10 to 15 minutes north of Moonstone on California Highway 1. The coastline in this location is unpredicatable and changes often. Also, parts of the beach are often closed to the public when elephant seals come ashore.

PICTO CREEK

The best surfing spot is Pico Creek, found south of San Simon. This spot has a reef break that can be nice on both big and small days.

The reef is located just in front of a creek mouth and allows for a smooth ride that peaks on the outside and often reforms on the inside. This spot is most reliable when the swell is bigger than chest-high to a few feet overhead.

The waves are best when the tide is low and there is a southern swell with wind from the north-east. The bottom is sandy with intermittent rocks, which makes this another location best suited for intermediate surfers.

Wave cameras and current surf condition reports can be found on Web sites such as SurfLine (www.surfline.com) and Wave Watch (www.wavewatch.com). Reports are typically updated throughout the day to provide accurate conditions.
San Luis Obispo offers art, music, theater and wine at many locations.

**OUTDOORS**
Explore the amazing outdoor world of the Central Coast with Central Coast Outdoors. It offers 10 day-trips to choose from, including hiking the Pacific Coast Highway, biking Big Sur and kayaking among the renowned bird life in Morro Bay.

Day trips depart most Saturdays and Sundays. Weekday private tours are also available.

All trips include necessary transportation, a gourmet picnic lunch and knowledgeable guides. Bike rentals are available and reservations are required.

For more information, go to www.centralcoastoutdoors.com.

**MUSIC**
You’re so money, baby, and you don’t even know it— that’s why you should check out big band music at Mother’s Tavern.

On most Sunday afternoons, you can enjoy great live big band music by a local band and get your swing on, all in a refurbished, upscale 1900s tavern located in the center of downtown.

Mother’s Tavern is located at 725 Higuera St. — as if you didn’t already know.

**THEATER**
Just in case you didn’t know, San Luis Obispo County has its own vaudeville theater in Oceano, and it just began its 33rd season.

The Great American Melodrama, which Sunset Magazine called “an excellent year-round company,” is currently performing “The Road to Oddball.” It’s the story of a second-rate vaudeville act that concocts a scheme to get rich in California oil.

Reservations are recommended, and you can find more information at www.americanmelodrama.com.

**HISTORY**
Get your butt away from the TV and the History Channel and see some history firsthand — and I don’t mean the California missions we’ve all seen a million times.

Every Saturday and Sunday at the Estrella Warbird Museum in Paso Robles, you can visit a memorable collection of military aircraft from prop to jets and artifacts from weaponry to a Link trainer. You can also see the F14A Tomcat, which was just added to the collection.

For more information, go to http://www.estrellawarbird.org.

**ART**
The San Luis Obispo Art Center offers a permanent museum collection as well as constantly rotating exhibits of works by popular local artists. Paintings, sculpture, photography, prints, jewelry and woodworking are all featured. Admission is free to the center, which is located near the mission at 1010 Broad St.

San Luis Obispo offers art, music, theater and wine at many locations.

**FOOD**
If you love cheese — and who doesn’t? — Cal Poly will offer “Cheese Short Course I” April 1 through April 4. Participants will learn the basic scientific information and practical skills needed to understand and manufacture cheese.
Activities
continued from page 5

cheese. The course includes one day of hands-on cheese-making, and you won’t even have to leave campus.
The course will be held at the Cal Poly Dairy Products Technology Center.
For more information, contact Laurie Jacobson at (805) 305-5056.

WINE TASTING
San Luis Obispo County is the third-largest producer of wine in California, surpassed only by Sonoma and Napa counties. Wine grapes are by far the largest agricultural crop in the county, and the wine production they support creates a direct economic impact and a growing wine-country vacation industry.

As a college student, wine — or booze in general — is probably an important part of your life.

For a unique adventure, you can enjoy incredible views of North County’s wine country by hot air balloon. The view is reportedly incredible as you float over Paso Robles, Atascadero, San Miguel and Templeton at 2 to 3 miles per hour from an altitude of just a few feet to several thousand feet above the ground.

After the journey through the air, visit some of San Luis Obispo County’s hundreds of wineries that offer daily wine tasting. For more information, check out www.doballoon.com/pages or www.pasowine.com.

San Luis Obispo County is the third-largest producer of wine in California.
Survey: Americans financially illiterate

Teresa Gorman

BOSTON — A quarter of Americans think their debt is "unmanageable," according to a Harvard Business School survey, and experts are suggesting financial illiteracy may be the cause of many students' money woes.

The February survey of 1,000 people by Harvard University, Dartmouth College professors and TNS, a marketing and research survey company, found that 11 percent of those surveyed did not even know if they had a "large" debt.

"In the past, you could not survive in this country without being able to read or write," Dartmouth College economics professor Annamaria Lusardi said. "In today's world, if you cannot read or write financially, you will not succeed."

She said the survey did not have enough participants to provide data on the differences in financial literacy by age, but said young people are among the most "illiterate" and that college students can solve the problem through further education.

"Students have a great opportunity," Lusardi said, suggesting all students should take economics and finance courses and "exploit the opportunities" to learn while in college.

Greg Johnson, executive director of Bottom Line, a Boston-based organization that assists students from low-income families with college admission and graduation issues, said last year the group started a one-day financial literacy program for their students.

Johnson said just one mistake could mean dropping out of college for students lacking financial knowledge: Students need to educate themselves about loans and credit cards, he said.

"Often there is no room for error, especially for students with parents who are unable to bail them out financially," he said.

Johnson said Bottom Line often advises students to avoid colleges with high tuition costs because of the heavy debt students can have after graduation.

The responsibility for college students' debt should be placed on students and the credit companies that take advantage of them, said Americans for Fairness in Lending student representative Matthew Goldman in an e-mail.

Goldman, a Boston University College of Arts and Sciences junior, said loan companies "love to prey" on college students and said students should be aware of what could leave them with large amounts of debt. Goldman said third-party lenders "attempt to wiggle their way into the hearts and back pockets of vulnerable students" with promotions and giveaways.

Though lender education is important, federal regulation of the lending industry is necessary for the economy's well-being, he said. "Self-regulation simply does not work," Goldman said. "In fact, it is detrimental to the American dream."

MURRAY STATION APARTMENTS

Your home while you're away from home

- Walking Distance to Poly
- Sparkling Pool
- On-Site Management
- On-Call Maintenance Staff
- Beautiful Grounds
- Clean Apartments
- BBQ Grills

Check Us Out At:
www.murraystationapartments.com
1262 Murray Street
Phone: 805-541-3856
Fax: 805-541-5052

Lose your phone in Mexico?
Don't let your spring break mishaps keep you out of the loop.

Same great prices and products

Global Wireless

3000 Broad St. SLO
in the Staples Shopping Center

We're moved!
GETS THE ADRENALINE GOING.
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUT
IT ON YOUR RESUME.

ADD SOME ADRENALINE TO YOUR SUMMER BREAK ...
ARMY ROTC LEADERSHIP TRAINING COURSE!
Adventure training, leadership skills can jump start your career! LTC will offer one of the most exciting summers you will ever have. For more information on how to enroll in Army ROTC and the Leadership Training Course and for scholarship possibilities contact LTC Lecaros at (805) 756-7690 or alecaros@calpoly.edu.

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE NOW TO QUALIFIED CAL POLY STUDENTS!
Visit us on the web at: http://www.rotc.calpoly.edu/

ARMY ROTC. START STRONG.

Welcome Back Cal Poly Students!
One of the hottest places to live!

- 2 Pools
- 2 Acre Park
- 3 Fitness Centers
- 11 Laundry Centers
- Convenience Store
- Computer Center
- Basketball Court
- Upgraded Studios
- Creekside Views
- 11 Different Floor Plans
- Individual Leases
- Roommate Matching
- Planned Activities

(805) 783-2500
1 Mustang Drive, SLO, CA 93405
MustangVillage@aimco.com
State Briefs

SAN DIEGO (AP) — Several new squadrons of the V-22 Osprey will be permanently based at Marine Corps Air Station Miramar starting in 2010, officials confirmed March 18.

Officials estimate there will be 10 to 15 Ospreys per squadron. It was not immediately clear how many personnel would accompany the new aircraft, said Marine Maj. Jason Johnston.

The Osprey, which takes off vertically like a helicopter and flies like a plane, replaces some squadrons of the CH-46 Sea Knight, a 30-year-old assault helicopter used in the Vietnam War. The Osprey, which can travel twice as fast and three times farther than the Sea Knight, is equipped with radar, lasers and a missile defense system. Each can carry 24 combat-ready Marines.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Patients won't be allowed to have cell phones and laptops at UCLA Neuropsychiatric Hospital to protect patients' privacy, hospital officials said March 18.

Dr. Thomas Strouse, medical director of Research Neuropsychiatric Hospital, said concerns over the "covert use" of phones and laptops with built-in cameras led to the new policy.

Strouse said a patient recently posted photos of adult patients posing for a group picture to a social networking Web site. The photos were spotted by a nurse's family member.

The patients in the photo agreed to pose for the photo, but Strouse was worried about patients who did not give their consent, or "circumstances where someone's agreement to be photographed might not be well-reasoned or fully competent."

DAVIS (AP) — After the repeal of Prohibition in 1933, the University of California, Davis established a research department that led to the flowering of the California wine industry.

Now, it hopes to do the same for olive oil.

"The challenges to the emerging industry are significant. They include finding economical ways to produce fine oil, dealing with unscrupulous importers and educating unsophisticated palates," Strouse said. "California olive oil makers have begun to use fine techniques developed in Europe to capture the pungent taste of fresh olives, the American palate may not be ready for it."

MENLO PARK (AP) — A new study puts the projected property damage from the next big earthquake on the San Andreas Fault at more than $1 trillion.

Previous estimates have ranged as low as $20 billion, and Tom Brocher, a seismologist with the U.S. Geological Survey and coordinator of the Northern California Earthquake Hazards project.

The new analysis, by USGS and the consulting firm Risk Management Solutions, estimated that $1.3 trillion in property value would be "exposed to strong shaking," Brocher said.

***

We Have Two Locations:

Pismo Beach: 197 Pomeroy 805.773.4653
San Luis Obispo: 1491 Monterey Street 805.544.7567

Splash Cafe

World Famous Clam Chowder

Thank you Cal Poly for your continuing support!

Come to our original location by the beach in Pismo or our location at 1491 Monterey in SLO!

Both locations feature:

- Our famous award winning clam chowder in freshly baked sourdough bread bowls
- Fresh fish & chips, calamari, grilled fish sandwiches, fish tacos, salads, and more!

SLO also has a full service bakery!

Breakfast pastries, cookies, cakes, fruit desserts & chocolate!

Enjoy breakfast at either location:

Splash opens at 7:00 am, Pismo at 8:00 am
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- Fresh fish & chips, calamari, grilled fish sandwiches, fish tacos, salads, and more!
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Breakfast pastries, cookies, cakes, fruit desserts & chocolate!

Enjoy breakfast at either location:

Splash opens at 7:00 am, Pismo at 8:00 am
What other college newspaper lets you watch videos?

mustangdaily.net

Now hosting AP multimedia videos and Cal Poly TV clips.

SLO SELF STORAGE

$10 Gets You In!

(month of May only)

$10 in cash, student ID with ad will secure you a spot for June 1st, 2008

U-Haul Rentals Available
(2 local & one-way)
Reserve Now!

Open 7 days/week
Office Hours: 8:00 am to 4:30 pm
Gate Hours: 7:00 am to 7:00 pm
Closed all major holidays

Don't be caught without storage!

(805) 546-9788
154 Suburban Rd
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(behind Food 4 Less)
"What part of spring quarter are you looking forward to most?"

Compiled and photographed by Rachel Gellman

"Starting my music minor finally. I'm excited to start taking piano classes."
— Mark Woods, aerospace engineering sophomore

"Going to the pool."
— Mary Lynn Zweers, social science sophomore

"Getting out of class at 12 on Thursday and having no class on Friday."
— Cammie Schlemmer, industrial engineering junior

"The fine-ass ladies."
— Joel Glen, forestry freshman

LANCASTER, Pa. (AP) — A hotel and grocery store are assessing the damage after a naked man ran amok and allegedly did thousands of dollars' worth of damage.

West Lampeter Township police said they were dispatched to the Willow Valley Resort, and later Darrenkamp's Market, on March 14 amid reports of a nude man on a rampage.

Some office space at the resort was trashed, and a forklift was driven into an interior wall, also damaging an overhead sewer pipe.

VIRGINIA CITY, Nev. (AP) — History re-enactors posing as Old West gunslingers here need to follow some modern rules, the sheriff says: Guns and alcohol don't mix.

A Storey County ordinance prohibits alcohol consumption by history re-enactors wearing a gun, but Sheriff Jim Miller said he's going to increase enforcement of the ordinance because some people have abused it.

NEW YORK (AP) — A businessman claims in a lawsuit that he was injured when a stripper giving him a lap dance swiveled and smacked him in the face with the heel of her shoe.

Stephen Chung, a securities trader, said in court papers filed March 14 that he was at the Hot Lap Dance Club near Madison Square Garden and was getting a paid lap dance when the accident occurred early Nov. 2, 2007.

According to the lawsuit, as the dancer swung around, the heel of her shoe hit him in the eye, causing him "serious injuries."
Feb. 21, 23:40 - Officers investigated a complaint that someone had urinated on a room door at a tower apartment.

Feb. 15, 19:56 - Officers conducting a follow-up investigation on a report of battery learned from the "victim" that he had lied, filed a false police report, and that his injuries were sustained in an attempt to evade contact with a police officer.

Feb. 10, 01:38 - Officers responded to a complaint of vandalism, involving four subjects throwing Mustang Daily newspaper dispensers into the street. Subjects fled upon officers' arrival, but were caught by other officers in the area.

Feb. 10, 00:42 - Officers responded to a complaint of a subject yelling and kicking a state vehicle in the area of the Performing Arts Center. The subject was contacted and calmed down.

Feb. 6, 11:09 - Officer took a report of vandalism of the Tenaya Hall Laundry Room. A door of one of the washers appeared to have been beaten in.

LONDON (AP) — A London syndicate said March 18 it is insuring the nose of winemaker Ilja Gort for $8 million.

The Dutch winemaker and taster took out the policy after hearing about a man who lost his sense of smell in a car accident.

"I thought it must be a horror to lose your smell," Gort said. "It would mean that you cannot taste wine anymore. Tasting wine is something you do with your nose, not your mouth."

Gort, 47, said his nose is essential for him to produce top quality wines at his Chateau de la Garde vineyard in the Bordeaux region of France.

BERLIN (AP) — A long love story is over at a German zoo. Petra the swan and her swan-shaped paddleboat are parting ways.

Petra, a black swan, became a minor celebrity in 2006 when she became so attached to the boat — which is shaped like an oversized white swan — that she refused to leave its side.

Officials in the western city of Munster decided to let her stay with it over the winter, bringing both bird and boat into a city zoo.

However, Petra met a live swan this winter. Zoo director Joerg Adler says she and her new mate — a white swan — are building a nest together.

Welcome!
Come taste some of San Luis Obispo's finest frozen yogurt!

746 Higuera St in Mission Plaza

www.mustangdaily.net
Always in color

International Briefs
Townhouse Apartment Living for Students

Great Amenities...

- Your own bedroom in 3-Bedroom Units
- Each Bedroom is individually leased
- Fitness center equipment and Heated Pool
- Computer Lab with FREE Internet Access
- Recreation Center/Billiards/Ping Pong
- TV Lounge with 72" Big Screen and VCR
- Walk to Shopping Center and Restaurants
- On SLO City Bus Route
- Convenient Leasing Options
- Reduced Noise Hours after 10pm
- GPA Discount of 5%-10% for Superior Grades
- Full-time Maintenance Department
- 24 hour Staffing for After-Hours Assistance
- We Accept Visa or Mastercard

Apply now and receive $100 dollars off 1st Months rent w/ this coupon
Expires 6/30/08
1 coupon per applicant *cannot be combined w/ other offers

Walking distance to Campus!

On-site Tours Weekdays 9am-5pm
Poly Open House Weekend: Saturday 10am-4pm
and Sunday 10am-2pm

555 Ramona Drive, San Luis Obispo CA 93405
Behind the scenes at the PAC

A storehouse of stories

“Most people think we’re just a symphony hall that hosts opera concerts, but we get a lot of strange shows here,” said Nancy Cochran, the PAC’s theatre operations manager.

Unknown to most, the PAC is actually a very busy place, hosting about 150 public, events and half as many smaller, private events each year. Fortunately, the center has a full-time staff of 13 employees, as well as many part-time workers and volunteers who help facilitate business.

“Two out of every three days are taken up with some kind of activity,” managing director Ron Regier said. “They don’t happen automatically; there’s a lot of preparation and planning that goes into it.”

Being the only venue of its kind situated between Los Angeles and the Bay Area, the center has been graced by many big names in entertainment. Performances ranging from comedy acts such as Jay Leno, George Carlin and Bill Cosby to musical performances such as “Stomp,” “Cats” and Tony Bennett have all come to the center. Behind the scenes, each show has its own unique story.

One memorable show involved comedian Gallagher smashing large fruits onstage with a sledgehammer as part of his routine. Patrons seated in the first two rows were given plastic rain gear to protect them from the splatter, but the nucleus didn’t stop there.

“He also began throwing hard candy out into the audience with a tennis racket,” Cochran recalled. “One of the candies ricocheted off a patron’s eyeglasses, causing them to chip or break. Of course, he was very apologetic and said he’d take care of it,” she said with a laugh.

Other shows are memorable from a planning perspective, like when Jay Leno insisted on entering the stage on a motorcycle.

Then there are shows noteworthy for things that weren’t planned for, like when pop-country singer Faith Hill headlined a show at the PAC just after having a baby with husband Tim McGraw. Apparently, McGraw was backstage baby-sitting but surprised everyone, including his wife, by joining her onstage for a duet.

“Nobody knew he was going to come out,” Cochran said. “One of our stage techs had to find a Barney video for the baby while he and his wife took the stage.”

And then there are the incidents best left forgotten, like the time one pushy patron insisted he be let backstage to meet pianist and musical composer John Fedcho. He could show him a picture of his wife, who he felt resembled Fedcho’s wife. After initially being denied backstage, the man became insistent, claiming he was a part of the Special Forces in Vietnam and that he would, no matter what, find a way inside the building.

“We had to involve campus police, but the situation was diffused,” Regier said. “Those kinds of things go on behind the scenes all the time.”

A short history of the PAC

Originally conceived in the ’80s, the PAC is the result of cooperation and collaboration between the university and the local community. With the understanding that the PAC must satisfy the needs of both groups, it was decided that the structure could be nothing short of extraordinary.

Early on in the design process, it was recognized that sound quality would be the predominant role of the center. Architects and engineers strove to obtain the best acoustics imaginable, requiring them to basically design the building from the ground up.

“The main hall was designed for natural acoustic sound,” Regier said. “There were budget issues, but that never compromised the acoustic characteristics of the hall. That’s something that we’re really proud of.”

Mon-Wed 8:30am-11pm
Thur-Sat 9am-3am
Sun 9am-9pm

805-545-7765
596 California Blvd. San Luis Obispo

The Gold Concept

740 Higuera St. • San Luis Obispo • California
(805) 544-1088

Offer not including previous purchases, gift certificates, special orders, custom orders or sale items • Valid through 5/15/08
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Designing around acoustics requires certain volume, height and width measurements, so functionality played a large part in the center's outward appearance. However, architects also wanted to make the building aesthetically pleasing. The result was a structure with a silhouette actually designed to mimic that of Bishop Peak.

Built in 1994, construction was heavily funded by donations from the community, most notably local media-owner Christopher Cohan, who made a significant gift of $2.1 million. The PAC is officially named the Christopher Cohan Center in honor of his charity.

But if the building is the center's body, the organ is undoubtedly its heart. Named after the family that donated the money to make it a reality, the Forbes pipe organ was manufactured by CIB. Fisk, the “Ferrari” of organ makers.

Built on the same grand scale as organs typically found in cathedrals and concert halls of the world's largest cities, the 20-ton, 2,767-pipe organ uses primitive technology from medieval times that, when combined with the PAC's advanced acoustic and technological features, creates the ultimate setting for musical performances. When it finally arrived in 2006, the PAC and the community eagerly welcomed the pipe organ.

“The organ is truly incredible,” said Paul Woodring, accompanist and curator to the Forbes pipe organ. “It puts us on the map for artists looking to perform in a superior hall with a superior instrument.”

Being such a unique instrument, not just anyone can hop on and play the organ like a piano. Organists typically have to rehearse for days prior to an event simply to learn the instrument's unique characteristics.

“The instrument itself is the attraction, so recitalists choose the best instrument available for their performances. Having an organ like ours attracts first-rate talent from around the world.”

The heartbeat of the community

While many of the center's acts are well known, some are not. Ask staff members, however, and they'll say that some of the smaller-scale events are the most important. Among these are the annual Grizzly Academy graduation ceremonies, where kids with troubled pasts graduate from a rigorous boot-camp program in hopes of gaining a second chance. Rather than simply holding the ceremony at a gymnasium, the students' families and friends are invited from all over California to the PAC. While not as noteworthy to some as a Broadway tour, events like these are just as special to staff.

“It's a very important part of the process for these kids psychologically, and it reinforces that this is an important time of change,” Regier said.

“For us to be part of the heartbeat and service of the community — it's a role that I relish for our building.”
While other Seattle bands were often downers during the '90s, the Presidents of the United States of America was a fun pop-punk group that wrote songs about peaches and swamp-dwelling lumps. If Eddie Vedder and Kurt Cobain were the mysterious hipsters sitting in the back of the class, then the Presidents were the lovable pranksters asking the teacher erroneously inappropriate questions.

With the release of their new album "These Are the Good Times People," drummer Jason Finn took a moment to talk with The Daily Californian about politics, Weird Al, and the appropriate musical backdrop for doing crossword puzzles.

The Daily Californian: Would you ever want to have another huge hit like you had with "Peaches" and "Lump," or do you like being under the radar better?

Jason Finn: Dude, we would love to have our songs all over the radio again! But there are a bunch of reasons why we could never be that big again, so we just put out records when we want to, tour when we want to... I guess we're just too lazy to be huge again! We get to be more in touch with our own little world this way instead of having to find a way to fit into pop culture.

DC: What do you think of bands who take themselves really seriously and have an implicit no-fun policy at the core of their music?

JF: I listen to records like that, too, and I would say that introspective and somber music has its place. I would never tell anyone to listen to our music all the time. It would drive me nuts! Kind of like books. I always have both a novel and a non-fiction book on my nightstand, and, ultimately, I just don't think rock music is that important. If you're in a mood for something fun and funky, put on an Iron and Wine album, and if you want to do the crossword, put on some Iron and Wine.

DC: The latest album covers some new stylistic territory for PUSA, like swing, country and funk. Where did these influences come from?

JF: Yeah, the song "Flame is Love" has a real swingy feel, and "Deleter" is the funkiest number of our entire career. When we practice or play shows, sometimes we start making fun of a genre, so we parody something and before you know it, we will have been playing a funky song for like five or 10 minutes. That's how we end up going in those directions.

DC: Tell us about your past and present collaborations with Weird Al.

JF: We were honored that Weird Al came out to direct our new music video for "Mixed Up S.O.H." We know him from back when he parodied our song "Lump" (turning it into the Forrest Gump-ified "Gump"). I remember when we were at a gig and Al walked onto our bus with a cassette. According to him, he had never before played one of his songs for the artist he was parodying prior to the song's release. In other words, by the time Al would meet people like Snoop Dogg, they would've already heard his parody. So he played it for us and we loved it and now whenever we're in town, we go mow his lawn.
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Getting artsy at the Craft Center

Rachel Gellman
SENIOR REPORT

Spring quarter is a time to relax, soak up some rays and show some skin, so why not complement that tan with some homemade jewelry, a souped-up bike or a hand-shaped surfboard?

Registration for the Craft Center’s spring quarter classes — six weeks of instructional courses taught by Cal Poly students — begins today. Prices vary according to the specific class, ranging from $30 to $50.

A quarterly studio pass is also available for purchase for experienced crafters who need little to no supervision or guidance. Unlike the more expensive classes, students with this pass have open access to equipment and tools in one or more of the studio’s areas.

Manufacturing engineering senior Adam Wegener has taught at the Craft Center for almost three years and will teach a beginning ceramics class this quarter on Thursdays from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.

He said with ceramics, students can take something from the earth and make it into everyday objects.

“Very rarely do people get the chance to go through that whole process of creation, where you start with nothing and then you go through these steps that you learn in my class and you make something that you can keep for the rest of your life,” he said.

In his class, students can learn basic steps to make mugs, bowls and plates on the pottery wheel. Wegener hopes students will take the skills they learn in the six-week period and continue to pursue the hobby afterward.

Mechanical engineering senior Kevin Milh will teach jewelry smithing this quarter on Wednesdays from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. and on Thursdays from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.

“It is an incredibly fun class,” he said, wearing a necklace adorned with three shades of metal. “We start with metal sheet and metal wire and hit it with hammers, bend it and shape it, and drill holes in it. Then the most interesting thing we do is learn how to silver-solder it together.”

He said the class works in a fun, interactive environment and learns a skill that few people have.

Once students learn the basics, they can connect different metals together to create pendants, rings, small statues or really anything, he said. Plus, “It’s all see Crafty, page 19
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made of metal, so it's permanent and impressive," he added. Architecture senior Victoria Ciesiul has taught classes with metal and jewelry for three years at the Craft Center and will teach jewelry casting on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. this quarter. She has also taken several jewelry classes in the art department.

In her class, students learn how to shape jewelry out of wax and then put that wax in a plaster mold. Students melt out the wax to make a void in the plaster to be filled with molten metal.

"So it's a really fun process because we get to melt metal and watch it shoot into this plaster mold," she said.

Students can make pendants, rings, earrings, bracelets or figurines. Last quarter, Ciesiul encouraged students to incorporate stones or beads into their molds in hopes of making the jewelry a little more exciting. She said she'll continue to encourage students to do this once again during spring quarter.

"People have been coming up with really cool stuff from that," she said, after describing a previous student's ring with a piece of jade on the back, modeled after his pet snake.

Kinesiology senior Matt Ishler will teach bike repair in his Build a Beater Bike class this quarter. He will also teach a custom skateboard deck-making class, and beginning and intermediate glassblowing courses. All classes will take place in the evening.

In the Build a Beater Bike class, offered Tuesdays from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m., students can bring in any bike to work on. "We work on everything — your $10 garage-sale special to fixed-gear bikes," he said, his greased hands showing commitment to bike excellence.

Students learn the ins and outs of bikes and how to do repair work that would normally cost about $200 to $250 at a bike shop, he said. While in his class, students learn how to do this work on their own, "which is badass, more or less," he said.

In his intermediate glassblowing class, which is rarely offered, students learn more advanced glass techniques; the class is recommended for people who have already taken the beginning class.

Industrial engineering senior Tim Sleeper will teach a surfboard-shaping class this quarter. In the course, students start by picking out a blank surfboard and then follow the steps all the way through shaping the board.

The class doesn't cover glassing the board, which makes it hard, or painting it, but Sleeper said he'll assist students with both of these processes.

Aerospace engineering graduate student Seth Silva will teach woodworking this quarter, both an introductory course and an "extreme" class. In the introductory class, he will ask students what they want to make and then proceed to help them.

"It's going to give people the opportunity to be creative," he said. He said the extreme woodworking class, "if anything, will be extremely cool.

Silva is also thinking about teaching a custom framing class in which students can take a picture they really love and make a frame around it so as to become part of the picture.

"It's a lot of work, but it's definitely worth it," he said, adding that satisfaction comes from making something by hand as opposed to purchasing it at a store.
It's a question we all want to know: the answer to which we can never really know. Can men and women be JUST friends? This brings to mind a friend we have. He is slightly lacking in the romance department and he always seems to find himself in the close friend zone. Since we’re women, we’ve learned to say that there is no “friend zone.” When put in this mysterious realm, people tend to chalk it up to looking back too long or not being aggressive enough in the beginning of the relationship, so they do come to the conclusion that the other person is just not that into them.

It takes two to be in a relationship, and if you feel any sort of sexual attraction toward the opposite sex (or some sex), there can never truly be a platonic friendship. Most women scoff at this statement, but they also underestimate the attraction men have toward women because of a lack of self-confidence, etc.

Don’t be coy; friendships with the opposite sex never seem to run out the way we want them to. It’s guaranteed that at one point or another, one person will look at the other as much more than a friend and this feeling is rarely reciprocated.

So let’s go back to our friend, he wants this kind of friendship to somehow develop into a whirlwind romance like some romantic comedy that makes you want to gawk yourself with a swoon. This is never going to happen for most people and purely for the reasons stated above. Yes, most people have their good friends of the opposite sex, but there is always a crossroad at which you need to choose one path.
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This is in response to the March 11 letter to the editor titled “Jewish lives not worth mentioning.” I would never condone the ideology that one life valued more over another. Nor do I agree with the few Palestinians who think the only way of sending a message to Israel is through violence. There are people on both sides who want to see the violence stop. With naming the defense of the Palestinians their OWN LAND from occupying Israeli soldiers as a priority, it’s obviously more than a platonic friendship. And just get it straight, friends with benefits are not friends — they are (***) bad- girls. It’s hard to gauge where a relationship is going, but make sure you ask for a copy, but it had to do with the cost of the war in Iraq and Afghanistan. The news ticker on the front page said the cost of the war would exceed $27 trillion! Now I know this was probably a harmless typo, but the thing is, it’s not so harmless!

I found this fact hard to believe, so I flipped to the page of the article and read further because I knew there was no way the cost of the war could exceed $27 trillion by 2017. However, I know many of my fellow students might not have the time to read more. Some people might actually look at the front page and think, “Oh, that’s typical of the Bush administration, he’s going to cost us $27 trillion!” Now don’t get me wrong, I don’t think Bush is the best president ever, but he is far from the worst. The last thing this country needs is for the media to paint more negative pictures into the public’s minds. People are too easily influenced in today’s increasingly lazy society to have people in authority feed them false truths.

Instead of running articles that focus on projections of things that have not happened, why not look at the facts of today? I want to know how many people are leaving OUR (this means all tax-paying people in this country) country dry. I want to know how much the lazy, drug-addicted, free-loading bums suck out of the social security, medicare and welfare systems. I admit that there are some people that truly do need the help of their fellow mankind, but what happens when more and more people start using and abusing these systems?

A few hard working tax paying people cannot pay for the laziness of others. Please publish more articles that help people realize what is going on today, and how we can fix things, not some bologna that prejudices lazy politicians concoct.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Response to the “atrocity” of abortion (March 12)

I read your opinion and respect it, but there are some points which I disagree on.

One that personally shocked me was your last statement about Iran not discussing the Holocaust as an atrocity. I don’t know where you got this idea or how it relates to the display really. I am an Iranian-American and I for one think that genocide is not something to be taken lightly. In middle school, my grandmother who lived in Iran wanted to tear up my poster for a project on the Holocaust.

Also, I think people on the pro-life side of things, especially the school, my grandmother who lived in Iran, and I applaud the people who put up those posters for their decision to have sex for pleasure. My same grandmother had a beating heart. (March 13)

Abortion response mostly irrational (March 13)

First of all, I would like to thank Diana Watkins for bringing to our attention that the enormous posters of aborted fetuses do not show both sides of the issue. She is definitely right about that.

That’s pretty much where she stops being rational. Where are the stories about teenage mothers dropping out of high school? She also doesn’t know what happened before abortion is from, but I have been hearing arguments and anecdotes about pregnant teenagers in high schools all my entire life. I applaud the people who put up those posters for their decision to have an abortion without looking at the other side of the argument.

As far as pro-life threatening pregnancies, and those of severely retarded rape victims, we don’t hear about them much because they don’t happen much. Abortion that actually saves the life of the mother or a result of rape are a very very small minority. It’s like one in a hundred. No truly rational persons would want to stop a 13-year-old rape victim from having an abortion. The issue is 95 percent or so of abortions which consist of people really making use of it as birth control.

Lastly, no, it cannot be said that masturbation and menstruation are the same as abortions. No sperm or egg has the capability of becoming an individual person. In fact, they contain less genetic information than any other cell in the body.

Tim Wolf

How do you define abortion? (March 13)

I noticed that the abortion display on campus did an excellent job defining the debate. The 
discussion of the arguments and memorization of the same old arguments.

Logically, if one accepts that the fetus is human, then he or she has as much right to live, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness as does the mother. It is easy to see that people who accept this idea would or that it is the parents’ obligation to provide for any children whom they conceive, even if they don’t think that they are.

On the other hand, if one accepts that the fetus is merely the mother’s tissue, it makes perfect sense that she can do with it as she wishes since she is not hurting another individual by having an abortion.

From a scientific perspective, eight and a half months before my daughter was born, she had a beating heart. Nine months before she was born she has her own DNA, unique from both of us. Even at the moment of conception, can we really argue that she was just part of my wife’s tissue? Perhaps we can argue that only once she was capable of living outside of the uterus was she “enough like us” to be considered human and have the rights of one. Do we value people based on what they have accomplished (ability to live outside the womb, be, wealthy, etc.) or based upon whom they are a human?

Matthew Gilbert

I would love to be able to say shame on you for discarding an outstanding writer for Mustang Daily. I enjoy Sarah’s articles every week, and when I make the mistake of reading yours, I had to find out the truth for myself behind the abortion scandal.

I failed to find your Web page labeling the calorie count for long island iced teas. Wherever you get that magic number of 220, it cannot be accurate. Notice Sarah’s 8-ounce size for her calorie count, which is a full-size cocktail. Your “number” was probably from some 4-ounce uncredible source. Considering the high calorie count for alcohol and the fact that long island iced teas are pure magic syrup, I didn’t double Sarah’s number. I found Sarah’s source. Weblend. Here is the link if you are interested: http://www.webblend.com/diet/features/how-calorie-cocktails/page/4.

So get the facts straight before you attempt to discredit others.

Ralph Zacher

Biomedical engineering graduate student
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Mrs. "The Frog" catches her husband and Miss Piggy in bed--totally naked.
Ski and snowboarding team rides on

Patrick Barbieri

This season Cal Poly Pomona placed first in its league in the giant slalom event, and third overall in the regional competition.

In March, Garcia even went on to compete in nationals in Maine. However, members don't have to be pro caliber to belong to the ski team. See Ski, page 25.
Julieann Dufresne can intimidate anyone with her tall physique, wild, dirty blonde hair and piercing blue eyes.

The shot putter and discus thrower for the Cal Poly track and field team has given her competition reason to fear her this season, and is focusing on sending the discus more than 175 feet and the shot beyond 50.

"It's a big leap from what I'm throwing now but I should get there by the end of May," says Dufresne, a forestry and natural resources junior.

At Fresno State on March 14, she won the discus throw at 47.85 and 49.45 meters, and finished second in the shot put at 14.65 and 15.1 meters.

Prior to that, on March 8, Dufresne had a strong performance at the UCLA Invitational at Drake Stadium in Los Angeles, winning the shot put with a mark of 48 feet, 1 ¼ inches, and the discus with a throw of 157 feet.

Both marks, not too far from her goals, met the NCAA West Regional qualifying standards.

Dufresne, a Santa Cruz native, was also a member of her high school's basketball and water polo teams before committing to track and field at Cal Poly.

"I kind of miss being a multi-sport person," she says. "It's weird doing one sport."

However, she has adapted well to the single-sport schedule and spends one to four hours a day lifting to keep herself strong for throwing.

Yet this wasn't the type of practice Dufresne saw herself doing in high school, at which point in time she planned to play college basketball, before her high school throwing coach, Tony Ciarelli, encouraged her to pursue throwing.

Dufresne is glad she did, and loves being a part of Cal Poly's team.

see Dufresne, page 27
The unofficial Cal Poly ski and snowboarding team, which consists of 15 members, competes in several events at Mammoth Mountain.

Ski

continued from page 23

the team. Riders of all skill levels are welcomed, since they are able to compete against other riders within their level.

"Some people get pushed away by thinking they're not good enough to compete, but there are people at all different skill levels within the league," Grane said. "Everyone's super friendly and the schools are really supportive."

The team hopes by next spring it will have established its own name under Cal Poly San Luis Obispo. Issues like insurance and budgets need to be worked out, but the team is determined to continue developing and having fun in the process.

"It's a blast," said team member and materials engineering junior Alden Moore. "It's a great opportunity for us to get together and take our sport to the next level."
A 128-team tournament? Great!

Adam Littman
THE PITTSBURG HERALD

PITTSBURG — Calling my trophy room a room is an insult to rooms all over the world. It’s unfortunate but true. The room in question is nothing more than a tiny, plastic bin filled with roughly seven baseball trophies.

Of those seven, my various Little League teams finished in first place exactly zero times.

What does this have to do with anything, besides the pathetic-ness of my Little League teams, in which I certainly played a helping hand?

Well, back in the glory days of most people’s athletic careers, a trophy was given to everyone.

Thanks for showing up. Really, we don’t care that in your first at-bat you stood on home plate, or that after you were hit by a pitch you ran to third base. You don’t believe it, do you? Just don’t drop it, cause it will break, coach Seth Greenberg have their way, many more student-athletes might be getting some of those seven, my various Little League teams, which I certainly played a helping hand.

But Knight and Greenberg bring up an interesting point in that we don’t often hear people suggest changes to the NCAA Tournament, which IS widely viewed as one of the better sporting events in professional or collegiate athletics.

And if Bobby Knight and Virginia Tech coach Seth Greenberg have their way, many more student-athletes might be getting some sort of trophies in the future.

During ESPN’s Selection Sunday coverage, Knight, who has been nothing short of brilliant as an ESPN analyst, suggested expanding the NCAA Tournament to 128 teams.

Knight thought the expansion from 65 teams to 128 would help to weed out the pretenders earlier in the tournament.

When the ESPN crew interviewed Greenberg, he, too, thought an expansion to 128 teams seemed like a good idea. He compared it to the large number of bowl games in college football, and said that playing in the NCAA Tournament can be one of the best experiences a college basketball player can have. Therefore, as many students as possible should have the opportunity to compete.

This seems like a nice spot to mention that Virginia Tech missed out on the tournament this season. Maybe Greenberg has felt this way for years, but waited until one of his teams narrowly missed a bid so he could be interviewed on national TV and start the revolution.

One might think that 65 teams is a lot of teams, but really, it’s only a kind of a lot of teams. There are 341 schools in Division I NCAA men’s basketball. That’s a lot, not 65.

So would doubling the amount of teams in the tournament give the fans more upsets, more student-athletes becoming graduate student-athletes, or go to law or medical school while still playing?

And, of course, it’s time to center the discussion a little bit, then we bump it up to 28 sound? The NCAA could then give 10 years of eligibility to college. Imagine the great basketball in the tournament then.

Yeah, the NBA might suffer a bit, but wouldn’t it be great to see student-athletes become graduate student-athletes, or go to law or medical school while still playing?

And, of course, it’s time to center the discussion a little bit, then we bump it up to 28 sound? The NCAA could then give 10 years of eligibility to college. Imagine the great basketball in the tournament then.

And I don’t want the tournament renamed, or the number of teams changed. Just put the four letters in the center of the NCAA logo. Come on now, it’s really both-erome. Just put the four letters in the center of the blue circle already. Please.

With these additions the tournament will include all the best American sporting events of the year to a worldwide holdi.

And I don’t want the tournament renamed after me, even though I know it’s tempting. Really, I don’t need to do interviews about how I saved the NCAA Tournament and received all types of recognition.

A trophy, on the other hand, would be quite nice.
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North Carolina was the only school among the four No. 1 seeds in the NCAA men's tournament to graduate at least 50 percent of its players. A report released March 17 found 86 percent of Tar Heels men's players earned diplomas during a six-year period. The other top seeds were far worse: 45 percent at Kansas and 40 percent at UCLA and Memphis.

The study was conducted by Richard Lapchick, head of the University of Central Florida's Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport. It evaluated four different freshman classes for a period beginning in 1997-98 and ending with 2002-03.

Though the players evaluated are no longer on campus, the report intends to provide a snapshot of academic trends.

Lapchick's primary concern was the disparity between black and white players. Thirty-three schools graduated at least 70 percent of their white men's basketball players; only 19 graduated that many black players. At least 50 percent of white players earned degrees at 45 schools, but black athletes had that much success at only 36 schools. By the study found that the achievement gap was shrinking. At 34 percent of tournament-bound teams there was a 30-point or greater difference in graduation success between black and white players, down from 49 percent last year.

Black players continued to succeed in higher rates than black nonathletes.

"Higher education's greatest failure is the persistent gap between African-American and white basketball student-athletes in particular, and students in general," Lapchick wrote. "The good news there is that the gaps are narrowing slightly."

According to NCAA data, graduation rates for black men's basketball players have improved 14 percent overall since 1994.

"We've seen some real improvement over time," NCAA spokesman Erik Christopher said. "There's always room for more improvement, but we're pleased with the progress."

The NCAA Tournament field is 65 teams, but not all could be included in the analysis. Cornell, like other Ivy League schools, doesn't report graduation rates. Gonzaga had no black players and 10 schools had no white players.

Two of the No. 2 seeds, Tennessee and Texas, graduated only 33 percent of their players for the period studied. The other second seeds, Georgetown and Duke, had success rates of 82 percent and 67 percent, respectively.

In 2002-03, this year's Final Four would include five teams: Western Kentucky (100 percent graduation rate), Butler (92 percent), Notre Dame (91 percent), Purdue (91 percent), and Davidson (91 percent). Xavier, a No. 3 seed, was close behind with a 90 percent success rate.

UCLA said the report failed to show its recent academic success, and a better indicator was the NCAA's new Academic Progress Rate. Lapchick has been waiting to use that data, collected since 2004 under the NCAA's academic reforms, until four years are available. The fourth year was expected to be released in April.

---

Dufresne continued from page 24

"It's like having a little family at college and the coaches are kind of like parental figures," she says.

Comforted by her relationship with her coaches, she finds traveling to meets ironic but memorable nonetheless.

"It really takes a toll on your body and it was hard for me to adjust to it," Dufresne says. "But it's worth it because you get to see places and meet people."

In her free time, Dufresne describes herself as an outdoors lover and a "beach bum" who likes to boogie board and take her dog on walks. She also likes to cook in her free time. She considers Saturday morning practices a "bomber" and has a sense of humor, especially about her sport.

"My little joke, when people ask me what I do in track, is I tell them I do the miles," she says with a laugh.

Regardless of whether she plans to make a profession of her throwing ability, she would like to inspire younger athletes, especially women. A "great role model" for other athletes looking for track.

"I'd like to be a role model for other athletes starting up," Dufresne says. "I think there's a lot of talent out there and they just don't know it."
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